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The Regulatory Studies Program (RSP) of the Mercatus Center at George Mason University is
dedicated to advancing knowledge of the impact of regulation on society. As part of its
mission, RSP conducts careful and independent analyses employing contemporary economic
scholarship to assess rulemaking proposals from the perspective of the public interest. Thus,
this ex parte comment does not represent the views of any particular affected party or special
interest group, but is designed to evaluate the effect of possible changes in intercarrier
compensation and universal service programs on overall consumer welfare.2

I. Introduction
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) announced on September 4 that it is
seeking comments in its Biennial Review of telecommunications regulations.3 These
regulations include regulation of interconnection and access charges.4 In addition, the
commission faces a court-imposed November 5 deadline to issue a final order justifying its
intercarrier compensation rules governing local calls to dialup Internet Service Providers.5 As
the court decision notes, the dispute in that case has been repeatedly intertwined with the
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commission’s plans for comprehensive intercarrier compensation reform.6 With the courtimposed deadline for deciding the Internet Service Provider issue approaching, the
commission has recently received numerous filings regarding broader intercarrier
compensation and universal service reforms.7
Historically, intercarrier compensation has been used as a mechanism to promote universal
service. Local telephone companies—particularly those servicing rural areas—can charge
their customers lower monthly rates for a basic telephone connection because they receive a
stream of revenues from companies that interconnect with them. Intercarrier compensation—
particularly access charges paid by long-distance companies—thus act as a highly opaque
form of subsidy.
In addition to transferring wealth from telephone customers in general to a subset of local
phone companies and their customers, intercarrier compensation at current rates diminishes
overall consumer welfare. This occurs for two reasons: (1) the charges apply to services
whose demand is price-sensitive, such as long-distance and wireless, and (2) the charges are
usually per-minute charges, which act as a tax on usage.
When applied to price-sensitive services such as long-distance and wireless, intercarrier
compensation leads to substantial reductions in usage and output. Consumers are worse off
because they use less of the service, and telecommunications firms are worse off because they
sell less of the service. Economists call this reduction in consumer and producer welfare the
“excess burden” or “deadweight loss” associated with the price distortion. Well-designed
policies can reduce this deadweight loss and make all market participants better off. A
universal service initiative best promotes the public interest when it raises revenue to achieve
its intended purposes with as little deadweight loss as possible.8 Per-minute charges on longdistance and wireless, however, tend to maximize rather than minimize the deadweight loss.
The FCC has long recognized this problem and has sought to mitigate it by reducing access
charges on interstate long-distance service. Average interstate long-distance access charges
fell from 16.6 cents per conversation minute in 19859 to 0.8 cents in 2006.10 In the late 1980s,
the access charge regime reduced U.S. economic welfare by $10-17 billion annually.11 A
1996 study found that the welfare loss had declined substantially, to between $2.5 billion and
$7 billion.12 A more recent estimate suggests that by 2002, the annual welfare loss had shrunk
to $1.5 billion—still substantial, but far below its level in the mid-1980s.13
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These improvements are directly attributable to the FCC’s access charge reductions. The
commission now has an opportunity to finish the job via comprehensive intercarrier
compensation reform.

II. Analysis of Proposed Reforms
In its long-lived docket on Universal Intercarrier Compensation, the commission has before it
a variety of successive proposals offered by industry participants and state officials. I
analyzed some of these in depth in a previous filing in the Unified Intercarrier Compensation
docket and a law review article in 2005.14 Given that the commission may be currently
developing plans and making decisions, I believe it will be most helpful to reiterate the
principles that would lead to a reform plan most conducive to overall consumer welfare: (1)
minimize charges on services whose demand is price-sensitive, (2) use fixed wireline charges
for any recovery mechanism designed to make up lost revenues, and (3) if universal service
funds are used to make up lost revenues, transform universal service charges into fixed
charges.
(1) Minimize charges on services whose demand is price-sensitive.
Charges on price-sensitive services, such as long-distance and wireless, are the primary
source of the deadweight loss due to access charges and reciprocal compensation. The amount
of deadweight loss depends critically on the “elasticity of demand” for the services paying the
assessment. If demand is elastic, a price increase generates a large reduction in the amount
purchased, leading to a greater deadweight loss. If demand is inelastic, a price increase
generates a small reduction in the amount purchased, leading to a smaller deadweight loss.
a. Wireline and wireless telephone
Demand for long-distance communication is significantly more elastic that the demand for
local wireline service; increases in price cause consumers to buy many fewer minutes, which
leads them to forego significant benefits. The elasticity of demand for wireline long-distance
service is approximately 0.7; that is, a 1 percent increase in the price of long distance leads to
a 0.7 percent decrease in minutes used.15 Historically, access charges have acted like a perminute surcharge on the price of long-distance service. This is because most long-distance
customers paid by the minute—either explicitly, or because they chose to purchase “buckets”
of minutes whose prices varied with the number of minutes purchased.
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Many consumers now purchase packages that include unlimited long distance service. These
customers do not face a price per minute each time they make a long distance call.
Nevertheless, it is likely still accurate to regard access charges as an increase in the perminute price. If many of the most price-sensitive customers still purchase long-distance by the
minute or in buckets with finite numbers of minutes, then a per-minute access charge will still
have a significant effect on the amount purchased.
Wireless service is more complicated. The elasticity of demand for wireless subscriptions
is much lower than the elasticity for wireless minutes of use. Most economic studies that
estimate the demand for wireless subscriptions (using the number of subscribers per hundred
or the probability of subscription as the dependent variable) yield elasticities between -0.43
and -0.71.16 That is, a 1 percent increase in the monthly subscription price reduces the number
of subscribers by between four-tenths and seven-tenths of 1 percent.
This contrasts markedly with studies measuring the elasticity of demand for wireless minutes,
which usually find that a 1 percent price change leads to a greater than 1 percent change in
quantity. Researchers have calculated that the elasticity of demand for wireless
minutes ranges between -1.12 and -1.29,17 though some calculations using international data
put the figure as high as -3.62.18
These elasticities suggest that per minute intercarrier compensation charges—especially longdistance access charges, which at 0.8 cents/conversation minute are much higher than
reciprocal compensation rates of $0.0007/minute—generate substantial deadweight losses. As
noted above, my most recent calculation suggests that the deadweight loss associated with
long-distance access charges was about $1.5 billion in 2002. Falling access charges and longdistance minutes have no doubt reduced this figure somewhat in the ensuing years, but the
FCC could likely still generate substantial improvements in economic welfare by reducing
access charges, or eliminating them entirely via a “bill-and-keep” rule.
b. Broadband
For the same reason, the FCC would substantially reduce consumer welfare if it decided to
replace some or all intercarrier compensation with new universal service payments funded by
contributions from broadband providers. Imposing universal service contribution
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requirements on broadband would significantly reduce broadband subscribership, thus
generating substantial deadweight losses for society.
Multiple studies find that the elasticity of demand for DSL broadband service exceeds -1; that
is, a 1 percent change in price leads to a greater than 1 percent change in subscribership.19
Most attempts to measure the overall elasticity of demand for broadband—not just DSL—
have
found
that
it
is
highly
elastic,
ranging
from
-1.5
to
-3.76.20 In a recent paper, University of Chicago economist Austan Goolsbee found an
average demand elasticity of -2.75.21
At a demand elasticity of -2, a 10 percent universal service assessment would reduce
subscribership by 20 percent. If the elasticity is -2.75, a 10 percent assessment reduces
subscribership by 27.5 percent; an elasticity of 3.5 yields a subscribership drop of 35 percent.
This drop in broadband users would be entirely due to FCC policies and is easily preventable.
With the FCC’s midyear 2007 Broadband Report showing about 100 million subscribers to
high-speed service,22 imposing a 10 percent universal service assessment on broadband would
generate $3–5 billion in revenue while reducing subscribership by between 20 million and 35
million. If expanding the funding base to include broadband permits a lower assessment
rate—perhaps 5 percent—broadband subscribership would still fall by 4–7 million, while
raising $700 million–$1.2 billion in new revenue. Even if one counts as “true” broadband
only the 41.6 million lines with speeds exceeding 2.5 MB in one direction23, a 10 percent
universal service assessment would reduce subscribership by between 8 and 14.6 million
people while generating $1.3–$1.6 billion in new revenue, depending on the elasticity
assumption. Extending assessments to broadband in order to fund universal service would
reduce subscribership unless several billion dollars worth of broadband subsidies generates
between 8 million and 35 million new subscribers in rural areas.
Using the simple deadweight loss calculations employed in previous Mercatus Center studies
of universal service fees,24 a 10 percent universal service assessment that reduces
subscribership by 20–35 million would impose a deadweight loss $3–$5.5 billion on
broadband consumers and providers.25 The actual effects could be much larger if the universal
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service assessment induces broadband providers to deploy broadband more slowly in areas
they do not currently serve.26
Expanding the universal service funding base by including broadband might appear to “solve”
the problem of finding new revenues to replace the revenues local phone companies might
lose due to intercarrier compensation reform. But since broadband demand is even more
price-sensitive than the demand for long-distance, such a switch would be more likely to
reduce overall consumer welfare than to increase it.
(2) Use fixed wireline charges for any recovery mechanism.
Substantial reductions in intercarrier compensation would lead to substantial revenue
reductions for carriers heavily dependent on this source of revenue. A recovery mechanism
could replace these revenues with minimal deadweight loss if it took the form of a fixed
monthly charge on wireline phone bills.
Studies indicate that demand for wireline service is almost completely inelastic, meaning that
customers will generally continue to purchase the service, regardless of price changes. The
elasticity of demand for wireline service has been calculated as near-zero in the United
States,27 implying that an increase in subscriber line charges to offset lost intercarrier
payments would have little effect on subscription rates (and thus generate little hidden cost to
consumers).
(3) If universal service funds are used to make up lost revenues, transform universal
service charges into fixed charges.
Federal universal service funds come from percentage assessments against
telecommunications carriers’ interstate and international revenues. Because firms’ revenues
often vary with the amount of service customers choose to buy, universal service
contributions act like a usage-based tax. In other words, a percentage universal service charge
has pretty much the same economic effects as an access charge of the equivalent amount.
Under the current universal service funding mechanism, a one-for-one substitution of
universal service dollars for dollars generated by access charges would generate little
improvement in consumer welfare. Deadweight losses from access charges would fall, but
deadweight losses from universal service charges would increase. Indeed, the total
deadweight loss might actually increase, since access charges apply to long-distance service
but universal service charges apply to both long distance and wireless. Since the demand for
wireless minutes is more price sensitive than the demand for long-distance minutes, shifting
some of the funding burden to wireless could generate an even larger deadweight loss than
currently exists.
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The FCC can avoid this problem by basing most universal service contributions on phone
numbers or connections rather than revenues. Economic research has documented the
deadweight losses associated with the current universal service contribution mechanism and
estimated how a numbers-based approach would reduce the deadweight loss:
•

In one of the first empirical studies assessing the effects of federal USF charges on
long-distance consumers, Jerry Hausman estimated that the deadweight loss associated
with assessments on long distance averaged between 65 and 79 cents for every dollar
raised by the assessment. He estimated that the deadweight loss from raising the
revenue by increasing the subscriber line charge would be negligible.28

•

In a study published in 2000, Hausman estimated that every dollar raised by USF
assessments on wireless reduced producer and consumer welfare by 53 cents on
average.29

•

A 2006 study found that the $2.7 billion in federal universal service charges on
interstate long-distance in 2002 cost producers and consumers $1.16 billion in lost
welfare (43 percent of revenue raised).30 For wireless, federal universal service
charges generated a welfare loss of $978 million (56 percent of revenue raised).31

•

Using 2004 data, Jerry Ellig and James Taylor estimated that the welfare loss
associated with wireless universal service charges totaled $994 million, equal to 56
percent of the $1.77 billion in revenues raised. Switching the USF fee to a numbersbased charge would cut the deadweight loss by $529 million.32

•

Examining state universal service charges in Texas, Jerry Ellig and Joseph Rotondi
found that a numbers-based charge would reduce consumer welfare much less than a
revenue-based charge. Substituting a numbers-based charge for the current revenuebased charge would reduce the total deadweight loss from $176 million (28.4 percent
of the revenue raised) to $86 million (14 percent of revenue raised). The welfare loss
in wireless would drop from 48.6 cents to 25.1 cents per dollar of assessment, and the
welfare loss in long distance would drop from 53.9 cents per dollar of assessment to
zero.33
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A numbers- or connections-based approach might not reduce the deadweight loss for every
carrier or type of consumer. For example, a numbers-based assessment might be a large price
increase for wireless customers who use a small number of minutes, leading to a large
reduction in service utilization by these consumers. The commission could minimize
deadweight loss by making numbers-based contributions the rule and allowing exceptions for
particular types of customers for whom the numbers-based approach would lead to larger
deadweight loss than the current system.

III. Conclusion
The FCC has generated substantial improvements in consumer welfare by reducing access
charges throughout the 1980s and 1990s. Since 2001, however, interstate long-distance access
charges have hovered around 1 cent per conversation minute. A substantial deadweight loss
remains, and it may still exceed $1 billion annually.
The November 5 court deadline provides the FCC an ideal opportunity to finish the job of
eliminating excessive access charges. Three criteria can aid the commission in identifying
whether a proposed reform plan will advance overall consumer welfare:
(1) Minimize charges on services whose demand is price-sensitive.
Economic research finds that demand for long-distance, wireless, and broadband is quite
price-sensitive. Therefore, intercarrier compensation reform should reduce or eliminate
charges on the first two and avoid imposing new charges on broadband.
(2) Use fixed wireline charges for any recovery mechanism designed to make up lost
revenues.
Demand for wireline telephone connection is not very sensitive to price. Therefore, allowing
carriers to make up lost revenue by increasing subscriber line charges would not generate any
substantial deadweight loss.
(3) If universal service funds are used to make up lost revenues, transform universal service
charges into fixed charges.
Under the current contribution mechanism, substituting universal service contributions for
access charges merely substitutes one usage-based charge on price-sensitive services for
another. If universal service contributions were based on phone numbers or connections, then
using universal service funds to replace access charges would enhance consumer welfare by
reducing deadweight losses.
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